DELTA PIECES 12: BIBLIOGRAPHY

All of the answers in the Crossword Puzzle can be found in the Bibliography listings of Delta Pieces at http://www.louisianafolklife.org/LT/Articles_Essays/DeltaBib.html.

ACROSS

1. _____ Spitzer wrote a book about Louisiana Folklife.
5. Martin Lester write books about Louisiana _____ .
6. Jon Gibson’s book is the _____ Mounds of Poverty Point.
7. _____ Rock: A description
9. A famous book by Mark Twain, _____ on the Mississippi
11. John Barry wrote a book about the Flood of 1927. It is titled Rising ______.
12. _____ Stories by Maida Owens and others

DOWN

2. Joseph Le Bon’s book, _____ Hot Dogs
3. A former president wrote in the Louisiana _____.
4. Father _____ was published in 1927.
8. The _____ Band of Choctaws
10. Myra Lewis’ book about Jerry Lee Lewis, Great Balls of _____